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Abstract
Driving trajectory representation learning is of great significance for various location-based services, such as driving
pattern mining and route recommendation. However, previous representation generation approaches tend to rarely
address three challenges: 1) how to represent the intricate semantic intentions of mobility inexpensively; 2) complex
and weak spatial-temporal dependencies due to the sparsity and heterogeneity of the trajectory data; 3) route selection
preferences and their correlation to driving behavior. In this paper, we propose a novel multimodal fusion model,
DouFu, for trajectory representation joint learning, which applies multimodal learning and attention fusion module
to capture the internal characteristics of trajectories. We first design movement, route, and global features generated
from the trajectory data and urban functional zones and then analyze them respectively with the attention encoder
or feed forward network. The attention fusion module incorporates route features with movement features to create a
better spatial-temporal embedding. With the global semantic feature, DouFu produces a comprehensive embedding for
each trajectory. We evaluate representations generated by our method and other baseline models on classification and
clustering tasks. Empirical results show that DouFu outperforms other models in most of the learning algorithms like
the linear regression and the support vector machine by more than 10%.
Keywords: Trajectory Mining, Representation Learning, Spatio-Temporal Analysis, Multimodal Fusion, Attention
Mechanism
1. Introduction
With GPS-devices being widely equipped and a large
amount of location based applications, enormous quantities of driving data are being generated and captured in
the form of trajectories. A trajectory is traditionally described as a sequence of spatially located points with time
stamps. As the temporal record of interactions between
users and spatial environment, driving trajectories are capable of demonstrating users’ behaviour characteristic and
traveling intention, which can be exploited further to a various kind of tasks like user portrait analysis[1, 2], next location recommendation[3, 4], human activity classification[5]
etc. Patterns mined from trajectories can also offer instructions and advised for city construction planing. How
to represent a trajectory inside machines has been a key
issue before completing the data mining tasks. Besides
spatial and temporal movement, the trajectory is semantically rich which can tell us what the driver is looking for.
Despite its significance, few current representation models
attempt to incorporate semantic information.
Recently, learning representation of trajectories in a
fixed length latent space has been intensively studied. The
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various length trajectory data cannot share the same fixed
length representation space, which makes it difficult to
manage and evaluate the characteristic and relevant relationship. But in the learned feature space, each trajectory
will be converted into a fixed length vector called embedding which represents this trajectory. A good representation learning model can maintain the relative relationships between trajectories, mapping them into a distance
between embeddings in the feature space[6]. Deep learning
methods have been effectively utilized in many trajectory
data mining tasks including representation learning[7, 8,
9]. A variety of downstream tasks can be accomplished
with trajectory embeddings produced by learning models. For trajectories, embeddings make it easy to measure similarities about them[10, 11]. In the latent feature
space, the euclidean distance between embeddings may reveal the relationship between them, which is useful for
trajectory groups partitioning and clustering. Meanwhile,
trajectory analysis could demonstrate users’ characteristic and preference about traveling, which will benefit for
location-based recommendation system[1].
However, current models mainly concentrate only on
the spatial and temporal characteristics of trajectories,
which lacks taking into account rich semantic information.
As a spatial-temporal interaction sequence for drivers who
intend to obtain the service in destination along a specific

route, the trajectory should be able to fully depict the
user’s intention to travel. Besides the departure time and
destination location, the functions provided by destination
could also tell us what the drivers truly need. Additionally, route selection matters in the travel process. Different
drivers may choose different routes. Some drivers may prefer a faster way, but others like a shorter one. Actually,
only a few them would like to take the fastest route[12].
The selection of a route demonstrates the characteristics
of users, but it is rarely mentioned in existing research.
Furthermore, several data inputs may not be perfectly independent of each other, especially those which occur in
the same spatial-temporal environment. It is necessary
to investigate the associations between various modalities
in the learning model. A correlation model can exploit
different attributes to calibrate each other for better performance.
Thus, it is possible to analyze semantic information of
trajectories from such perspectives. We can convert a trajectory from these perspectives into different independent
inputs and apply methods respectively to extract features
from them. These modality features are capable of coordinating with each other to improve the performance of
downstream tasks. In this paper, we aim to make full use
of the multimodal features of a trajectory to produce a
better representation.
To address these issues, we proposed a novel representation learning model, DouFu, for driving trajectories
inspired by multimodal fusion and attention mechanism.
The spatial-temporal and semantic information of the trajectory can be merged in the process of multimodal learning to acquire a good computational representation for
driving in a latent feature space, providing a good foundation for downstream data mining and pattern analysis
applications. Generally, the main contributions are:

2. Related Work
We would like to briefly introduce three major parts of
related work on trajectory representation learning, multimodal learning and attention mechanism.
2.1. Representation Learning in Trajectory
Representation learning is the basis for intelligent computational models. A good representation can effectively
reveal the internal relationships and differences between
the original factors. Recently, research in representation
learning has been extended to trajectory sequence data.
Various models have been developed to capture the internal representation from them. Deep learning models
like recurrent neural networks and one-dimensional convolutional neural networks are applied to time series data
created by sliding windows[7, 8]. Kieu et al.[9] consider
trajectory data as an image which is feed to convolutional
neural network to learn embeddings to represent trajectories. Ren et al.[13] extract manually defined patterns from
data and employ the siamese networks to them which is
capable train a metric to measure the similarity between
historical trajectories. This line of research is limited to
the physical environment variables. None of these studies
recognized the importance of functional semantic information in trajectories, which may contribute a lot to the performance of embedding generation. Actually, it is more
significant to learn patterns such as longest stay point,
daily commuting schedule etc. Gao et al.[14] develop a
sequence split model to group GPS location points into
subsequences. Adapted from the word2vec method, this
model creates check-in embeddings for each subsequence
in order to learn a representation. Besides spatial patterns
from location information, extensive researches focus on
utilize semantic data to produce an understandable representation. Ying et al.[15, 16] present semantic trajectory
mining methods for location prediction. Most of current
models prefer to incorporate spatial-temporal records with
POI to extract more explicit information[5, 2]. But more
data sources are capable of providing detailed information.
In addition to POI, other mobility context can be applied
to improve the quality of embeddings. Fu et al.[17] propose a learning model, Trembr, based on road segment
embeddings from geometric map matching. Trembr uses
prediction of road segments cooccurence in the same trajectory to learn a representation of them. And then only
feed the road segments sequence to an encoder-decoder
model. Zhou et al.[18] design a contrastive mobility learning model with data augmentation for a self-supervised
spatial temporal context learning
However, these methods rarely mention the route selection semantics. More features, including geometries and
semantics, can be exploited in an inexpensive way than
what these models do. In the context of mobility, time series information matters in semantic analysis, which could
reveal the drivers’ personalized route choice paradigm. Besides statistic spatial feature, dynamic temporal data pro-

• Considering the spatio-temporal and semantic information in the trajectory data, we decouple the sequence data into several modals such as movement,
route selection and global semantic characteristic and
process them respectively to obtain independent embeddings which will be feed into our model.
• We present a representation learning model for trajectory embeddings based on multimodal fusion and
attention mechanism, which combines the features
from several modalities to produce an effective representation of a trajectory for the subsequent tasks.
• We conduct extensive experiments like unsupervised
cluster task and supervised classification task on the
real world trajectory data to evaluate the model.
The result justifies that the ability of our model in
the representation generation.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 4 proposes the DouFu framework and its details. Section 5 shows experimental evaluation on our model and section 6 provides the conclusion.
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vides more flexible details and a new perspective to inspect
the driving behavior and mobility pattern.

2.3. Attention Mechanism
Recently, the self-attention mechanism has attracted
much attention[29] and performs incredibly well in many
learning tasks, especially in the natural language processing methods like BERT[30] and XLNet[31]. The attention
module aims to simply calculate the correlation between
the query and value to produce a weight, then applies attention weights to origin data in order to emphasize more
important regions in information flow which can improve
the model performance. Attention computation can resolve long term dependencies about time series data than
trivial recurrent neural networks. In the field of spatialtemporal data mining area, recurrent neural network may
fail to process handle the risk of gradient vanish aroused by
such objects like long trajectories. Therefore, a large number of emerging methods with attention mechanism have
been proposed. Gao et al.[32] propose a generative model
to extract attention of POIs from historical trajectories
in order to learn representations. DeepMove[28] designs
a historical attention module to select the most similar
historical trajectory to match the current one. STDN[33]
adopts a shifted attention mechanism to get temporal periodic information in trajectory mining.
Several studies have been conducted to use different
attention information from many independent modalities.
ST-LBAGAN[34] uses a bidirectional attention method
to learn a feature map for missing traffic data imputation. Yu et al.[35] designs a modular co-attention network
which utilize the attention from video input to decode the
answer from attention of given questions in order to to
complete the video question answering task. In addition,
LXMERT[36] employs a cross-modality encoder to extract
mutual cross attention by encoding with each other. It is
potential to analysis the multimodal trajectories data in
the similar way because of extensive spatio-temporal and
semantic dependencies

2.2. Multimodal Learning
Building Models with multimodal data is a significant
topic that has been extensively studied in recent years[19].
Generally, a modality refers to the way to capture information about an object independently. More practically,
modalities mean different information sources from a same
event which can help us to know more about it. Different specific methods are applied to data captured from
different modalities which will be mapped to similar feature space. And it is natural to use convolutional neural
networks to process spatial visual information like videos
while using recurrent neural networks to process sequential
sound information like audios. The multimodal method
has a variety of applications, especially in multimedia area
such as human emotion classification[20, 21] and videosubtitle alignment[22, 23] because of massive multi-source
data.
Recently, a considerable amount of research has been
presented which combine multimodal data to solve the trajectory representation learning problem. GPS, cameras,
motion sensors or many other devices, like visual and auditory data source in the multimedia, collect a lot of mobile information about trajectories. It is possible to use
multimodal learning methods in the trajectory analysis.
Visual images and driving operation recorders can also
contribute to the modality coordination and fusion[24].
Cui et al.[25] apply convolutional neural networks to skyview scene with driving states to make an online prediction
about the next location of the trajectory. Chen et al.[26]
employ surveillance camera data to track the vehicle in
order to recover a sparse driving trajectory. But the majority of present methods involve using more sensor devices
such as video cameras, which is not very convenient and
inexpensive. It is easier to use existing spatial records like
maps instead of sensors as a modality. DiversityGAN[27]
attempt to integrate trajectory features with map embedding vector which is generated from nearby lane coefficients. Feng et al.[28] propose a model called DeepMove
which employs jointly multimodal embedding module with
manually designed spatiotemporal and personal features to
learn a dense representation. Basically, features from different modalities will be projected to similar feature spaces
and then coordinated into the same one.
Nevertheless, these studies ignore the relations between
modalities in the feature engineering. Models learn the
weights to map modality features into several similar feature spaces and then coordinate them to build a unified
feature space for subsequent usages. But it is difficult to
extract knowledge from spatial temporal modal independently because of sparsity and long term dependencies.
Potentially, the relationships between modalities helps to
correct their biased perceptions of objects while learning
the mapping weights, especially for sparse spatial temporal
data.

3. Preliminaries
In this section, we first give definition for several important items and then formally formulate the trajectory
representation problem.
Definition 1. (Driving Trajectory). The GPS device on
the vechicle can record the driver’s location during the travel
with a sampling rate. Usually, a GPS point p consists of
a location point with longtitude lat and longtitude lng and
the current time stamp t, i.e.p = {lat, lng, t}. A driving
trajectory τ is a sequence composed of GPS points from
such a GPS recorder, i.e. τ = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pn }.
Definition 2. (Trajectory Set). Given a user u and a set
of historical trajectory T = {τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τn }, a trajectory set
S = {u, T }. A user-trajectory classification task aims to
identify the true user of a new trajectory with the historical
trajectory set as training data.
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Figure 1: DouFu Framework

Definition 3. (Road Segment). In the urban traffic environment, all roads are connected to each other to construct
a directed network G = {V, E}. A road segment is a edge
with several attributes from the edge set E which can be denoted as r = {lin , lout , a} where lin means the in-edge set
and lout means the out-edge set. And an road interaction
i is a vertex from the vertex set V .

like spatially located points and POI check-ins. But it is
difficult for the recurrent neural networks to obtain correlations between these sequences data during processing.
Inspired by multimodal learning and the attention mechanism, we propose a novel double fusion model for trajectory representation learning.
Before learning about the model, it is fundamental to
recognize that a single trajectory can be regarded as enDefinition 4. (Route). Driving from origin to destinacompassing multiple modalities. In our model, a trajection is actually along the road segments in the network
tory can be decomposed into three independent modalities,
while recording location with GPS. Hence a route R can be
movement, the route and the global features (See Figure
defined as a sequence of road segments, i.e. R = {r1 , r2 , . . . , rn }.1) whose detail will be explained in Section 4.2. Like other
multimodal models, we handle these modalities with difDefinition 5. (Functional Zone). The travelers may want
ferent methods initially. The movement and the route feato get the service at the destination. And the proportion
ture, as sequential inputs, contain rich time series informaof functions types in the origin/destination neighborhood
tion about the driving characteristics and route selection
can represent the type of service at the current location. A
preference. And there is a high correlation between them
functional zone vector
Pn zo = {f1 , f2 , . . . , fn } where fi is the
because driving behavior is limited to the current road segi−th function and i fi = 1.
ment. Here we use a transformer encoder to extract the
Problem 1. (Driving Trajectory Representation Learning) attention weights from them and then design an attention
Given trajectory sets {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn } from users U = {u1 , u2 , . .fusion
. , un },decoder to combine these two attention weights in
order
to create a mixed time series embedding for the tratrain a model M which is able to transform trajectories
jectory.
With the global feature which is semantically rich,
into vectors in a feature space H. For each trajectory τu
a
feed-forward
neural network is used to generate a semanbelonging to user u, wePcan output an embedding τ =
tic
embedding
to
explore the mobility pattern 245 of users.
M (τu ) ∈ H where M in τ ∈{Su } Dist(τ , ci ) = u.
i∈U
In this part, we consecutively use two methods of information fusion, including attention fusion and embedding
fusion. Then, the time series and the semantic feature are
4. The DouFu Model
merged to produce a final comprehensive embedding for
4.1. Framework Overview
the trajectory which explores the driving behavior, route
selection preferences and mobility patterns. After that,
The recurrent neural network is an effective tool to anwe train three independent linear classifiers that identify
alyze time series data but may be insufficient for the task
which driver the trajectory belongs to for the movement
of driving trajectory representation learning. There are
feature,
route feature, and final feature to learn a better
several challenges that need to be mentioned. The first
representation
in a supervised learning manner.
is that the driving trajectory with GPS often has a long
sequence record with an average sampling rate of about
4.2. Feature Modality Decoupling
10 seconds or more per point. Under such circumstances,
recurrent neural networks are less likely to learn long-term
As Section 4.1 4.1, the trajectory can be independently
and sparse dependencies. Further, an itinerary can also be
and respectively viewed as the spatial movement sequence,
converted into modal data of various lengths respectively,
4

the road segment sequence, and the global semantic information. We will introduce feature engineering in detail as
follows.
Feature
Bounding Box

Location
Intersection Number
Other Attribute

Feature
Statistic

Variable
Location
Edge Length
Area
Direction
Origin
Destination
In
Out
Function Zone of Buffer
Road Segment Length/Width
Point Number
Lane Number
One Hot Code of Road Class

Location
Bounding box
Other Attribute

Road Segment(Mean)

Table 1: Road Segment Features

Variable
Speed
Difference of Speed
Acceleration
Difference of Acceleration
Angle Speed
Origin
Destination
Edge Length
Area
Direction
Length
One Hot Code of Depature Time
Duration
Function Zone of Buffer
Lane Number
Road Length/Width
Point Number
In/Out Intersection Number

Table 2: Global Features

Movement Like the method proposed by [7], it is appropriate to apply a sliding window to raw GPS data points
to generate a physical movement feature sequence. We
then calculate the statistics of the location points in the
window as a unit, including mean, min, max, std and quantile(25%, 50%, 75%) values of the speed norm, the acceleration norm, the speed difference norm, the acceleration
difference norm and the angle speed norm to construct the
movement vector. From this feature, it is easy to tell the
driving preference of users.
Route Generally, it is obvious that we can convert a trajectory into a road segment sequence by extracting each
segment it pass one by one. As shown in the table 1,
for each road segment, fixed length feature vector composed of road attributes which includes road start/end position, road length/direction, bounding box length/area,
start/end point intersection number and other like road
level and lane number. With the sequence of road segments as road feature, we are capable of analyzing the
route selection preference of drivers.
Global Apparently, trajectories reveal the intention of
travelers who may need the services of the destination.
The description of trajectory regardless of spatial and temporal information could also represent travel patterns. In
table 2, the fix length vector, as global feature, includes
departure time, O/D locations and some statistics results
of move and Rote features. What is most important is
the proportion of land use types[37] in the O/D functional
zone which represents the function difference between origin and destination. This can demonstrate the mobility
intention of the driver in a more inexpensive way than
demographic data or other sensor data.

transportation environment, all roads connect with each
other to build a network. Other road segments not in the
driver’s route could also make a difference to the current
decision about route selection. Hence it is necessary to
consider other segments besides those in the route when
constructing the route model. Inspired by word2vec[38]
method, it may be better to create a fixed-length pretrained feature for road segments like word vector. In
order to solve this problem, we apply variational graph
auto encoder(VGAE)[39] to generate a geometric embedding instead of the hand-designed feature as the model
input.
T1

T2

R3

R4

T4

R2

R2
R1

T3

R2
R1

R5
R4

R5
R1

Road Graph
R3

R4

R2

R2
R1

R5

Figure 2: Generation of Road Graph

Firstly, we have to make a road network from segments of historical trajectories. As Figure 2 shows, there
is a trajectory set T = {τ1 , τ2 , τ3 , τ4 } and road segment
set R = {R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , R5 , R6 } where τ1 = {R1 → R2 →
R3 }, τ2 = {R1 → R2 → R4 }, τ3 = {R1 → R5 → R2 }, τ4 =
{R2 → R4 → R5 }. And then create a graph G = {V =
{R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , R5 }, E, X} that uses road segments as vertex set V and interactions as edge set E with road segments features X.
Secondly, the embedded road segment is encoded using a variational graph auto encoder that can be trained

4.3. Road Segment Geometric Feature Pre-training
From a driver’s perspective, the route may be in the
form of a road segment sequence. However, in the urban
5

d. Clearly, the situation on the road is greatly influenced
by the location of the vehicle. All routes are restricted by
roads and can only travel along the road. Therefore, the
movement attention from GPS sampling points, as a continuous signal with intensive noise, could be improved by
the route attention from a deterministic finite road set.
Figure 3 shows the architecture of attention fusion decoder. Before the fusion procedure, a consistent layer is
applied to map the movement feature into the shape of the
route feature. Then we apply a fusion transformer decoder
to decode movement attention with route attention, and
learn a fusion feature by adding original movement vector:

Time Series Embedding

Layer Norm

+
Fusion Attention

Route Attention

Layer Norm

+

Feed Forward
Attention
Fusion

Encoder-Decoder
Attention


FusionAttn = LN SM

Consistent
Movement Attention

Route Attention

Feed Forward

Feed Forward

Self-Attention

Self-Attention

Movement

Route



C (Am ) · Ar
√
d




Am + Am

(3)

Where LN is a layer norm operator, SM is a softmax operator, and C. is a consistent layer. After fusion, the
sequence length of movement feature will be the same as
the one of route. Inspired by attention reduce[35], multiple linear layers are adopted to learn the weight of each
feature to produce a fixed length embedding from fusion
features:
αi = softmax (MLPi (X))
(4)

x̃ =

Figure 3: Road Graph

n
X


Layer Norm 

i=1

m
X


αij xj 

(5)

j=1

Where αi is the i-th weight for feature X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xm }.
And the weighted sum of features can be obtained as the
representation result. We use cross entropy as the loss
function to train three classifiers to identify the drivers
of the current trajectory on the top of the comprehensive
feature:

further during the subsequent modeling process. In our
method, a two-layer graph convolution network is adopted
to estimate the parameters µ, δ of the conditional Gaussian probability distribution p for each vertex. Afterward,
a latent variable z is created to represent such a vertex by
sampling from this distribution. For edge link from vertex
i to vertex j, a dot product probability of zi , zj :

p (Eij = 1 | zi , zj ) = σ z>
(1)
i zj

L = Lfusion + αLmove + βLroute

(6)

Where α and β are the learning rate adjust factors.

where δ(·) is the logistic sigmoid function will indicate the
link probability value between i and j. And the prediction
edge set:

5. Experimental Evaluation
5.1. Experimental Details

p(E | X) =

N Y
N
Y

p (Eij | xi , xj )

In this section, a private dataset is adopted from a navigation service company to train and evaluate our model
with several baselines. This dataset collects a large number
of driving trajectories in a subarea of Beijing in December 2018 as Figure 4 shows. The departure times of these
trajectory data are distributed over a 24-hour period in
Figure 5. The trajectories were firstly divided into training sets and test set according to users. We selected 100
drivers with 10,575 trajectories as the training set. Any
trajectory of users in the training set will not be in the test
set. Then we selected 21 drivers with 2,113 trajectories as
testing set. The training set will be split by 8:2 for training and 315 validation. From these trajectories data, we

(2)

i=1 j=1

which could be trained with the ground truth edge adjacency matrix later. After training, all road segments will
be converted into fixed length vectors with geometric information
4.4. Attention Fusion & Reduction
After being processed in Section 4.2 and 4.3, the movement feature and the route feature will be feed into the
transformer encoder respectively to calculate the movement attention Am and route attention Ar of dimension
6

Figure 4: Evaluation Data Area

Figure 5: Departure Time Distribution

created a road segment graph G with 4,158 vertices and
33,731 edges for geometric learning.
To demonstrate the performance of DouFu which has
been trained, we use embeddings with the same size from
the test set to conduct the classification and the clustering task. In the classification task, some simple machine
learning 320 classifiers like linear regression and SVM are
adopted to finish the trajectoryuser classification with supervised training. In the clustering task, unsupervised
methods like K-means are applied to group all trajectory
representations into clusters. And we will evaluate both
of the experiment results

a better clustering result is supposed to have a lower
index value:


n
1X
σi + σj
DB =
max
(7)
n i=1 j6=i d (ci , cj )
where ci is the center of i-th class, δi is the mean
distance between sample in the i-th class and ci , and
d(ci , cj ) is the distance between ci and cj
• Normalized Mutual Information Score can estimate the correlation between two cluster results:
NMI(Ω, C) =

5.2. Evaluation Metrics & Baselines
Evaluation Metrics
Classification This task intends to predict the candidate users for the input trajectory. We use accuracy and
macro-F1 to measure the performance, which are common
metrics for classification tasks.

(8)

where I is the mutual information and H is the entropy. Similar objects Ω and C will result in a high
NMI value.
• Adjusted Rand Score regards cluster as a decision
process:
RI − E[RI]
ARI =
(9)
max(RI) − E[RI]

• Accuracy:
ACC =

I(Ω; C)
(H(Ω) + H(C)/2)

#true prediction of trajectories
#trajectories

where

• macro-F1:

RI =
2∗P ∗R
macro-F1 =
P +R

TP + TN
TP + TN
=
2
TP + FP + TF + FN
CN

(10)

A higher rand score indicates that the clustering results may be consistent with the ground truth.

where P is average precision and R is recall value.
Clustering The clustering task tries to divide trajectories into groups. We apply Davies-Bouldin index, normalized mutual information score and adjusted rand score
to compare the clustering result with the original trajectory sets S.

Baseline Algorithms It is not appropriate to compare our model which is in an multimodal manner with
other models that use a single input like DeepMove[35].
Hence we design several baseline algorithms in order to
demonstrate the performance of modules in our method.

• Davies-Bouldin Index alculate the ratio of withincluster distances to between-cluster distances in order to measure the similarity of clusters which means

• RNN Move[7] applies recurrent neural network to
the movement feature to generate a embedding.
7

Model
RNN Move
RNN Route
Global
RNN Fusion
Semantic Fusion
Attention Fusion
Double Fusion

Linear Regression
ACC
F1
28.67
25.93
17.78
14.07
12.70
11.84
31.68
29.38
40.64
39.05
42.26
41.20
43.81
42.03

Table 3: User Prediction Performance
Ridge Regression
Navie Bayes
SVM
ACC
F1
ACC
F1
ACC
F1
27.99
22.34
27.31
23.79 20.15 17.73
17.38
11.83
16.84
9.97
9.46
6.78
10.95
6.94
9.73
7.02
7.91
5.71
28.91
23.57
25.39
22.78 21.19 18.91
37.73
32.03
33.61
30.51 30.90 31.15
37.19
31.57
37.46
34.25 33.06 32.42
41.45
35.33
39.01 35.85 31.10 29.47

• RNN route, which borrows the idea from RNN
Move, feeds the route feature to the recurrent neural
network to produce a time series feature about route
selection.

KNN
ACC
F1
26.37
24.83
13.39
11.79
6.82
5.32
28.64
26.61
30.56
28.40
34.01
31.79
34.41 32.34

MLP
ACC
F1
29.35
28.03
16.84
14.53
13.92
11.84
30.40
28.80
35.23
34.43
37.39
36.40
40.56 36.85

Decision Tree
ACC
F1
22.45
21.96
12.64
11.39
7.43
6.65
22.35
22.00
21.43
21.64
24.38
24.42
24.47 24.61

5.3. Result Analysis

In all learners, differentiable models like MLP, regressors work better than non-differentiable ones like decision trees with the embeddings. Because the differentiable
models are more capable of handling continuous and uniform signal inputs like well-trained computational representations rather than non-differentiable categorical values. Further, decision trees can detect the importance of
input fields but may fail if the fields are equally important. Hence Table 3 indicates that our method learns a
more uniform feature space.
The movement and route feature obtain a higher score
while the global feature contribute less to the representation learning which means a general pattern of trajectories
may be insufficient to describe spatial-temporal streaming
data. However, it does not mean semantic information
is good for nothing. Compare to a simple RNN fusion
model, the semantic fusion model outperforms considerably. Mobility routines and intentions from the functional
zone differences matter in trajectory pattern mining. Additionally, the attention module works better than recurrent neural networks. Among most of the machine learning approaches, the Double Fusion models archive better
performance than others.

Classification
We first train Linear Regression, Ridge Regression, Naive
Bayes, SVM, KNN, MLP, and Decision Tree with embeddings from models to be evaluated in a 10-fold cross validation manner in order to complete the trajectory-user
linking task. And then Table 3 evaluates them with ACC
and macro-F1.

Clustering
We utilize embeddings from such models for K-means
clustering directly in the way of unsupervised learning.
And then evaluate them with metrics. Figure 6 shows the
result of clustering evaluation. A lower Davies-Bouldin
index value mainly indicates a better within-class clustering distribution where all embedding elements of the same

• Global employs feed forward neural network to capture internal characteristics from global feature designed in Section 4.2.
• RNN Fusion simply feeds the movement and route
sequence feature to an independent recurrent neural
network and combine them with a feed forward layer.
• Semantic Fusion is a recurrent neural network based
model which can be considered as a simplified version of our method. It is necessary to compare the
performance of RNN and the attention module.
• Attention Fusion only applies attention mechanism and attention reduce module to process time
series data and then only uses linear layer to integrate them.

Figure 6: Clustering Performance
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Figure 7: Embedding TSNE

class in the feature space tend to be more closely around
their center. The DouFu outperforms other models, which
discovers more internal associations between trajectories of
the same driver than others. A better normalized mutual
information score and adjusted rand score indicate a better partitioning result for trajectories of different drivers.
The clustering evaluation results show that our method
can provide a effective representation which is appropriate
for driver’s similarity and pattern analysis
Classification and clustering evaluation results demonstrate that the joint learning method with multiple inputs
mentioned above can improve the quality of embeddings.
Inputs from different modalities can complete the task respectively, but they tend to focus only on one aspect of
data from a moving vehicle. It is obvious that a comprehensive fusion model is capable of capturing more information. In addition, the attention module can calculate correlations between independent modules, which enhances
DouFu’s performance.
Figure 7 shows the embedding TSNE result of models with 4 selected users. The embeddings from DouFu
model shows a better understanding about the features of
trajectories than others.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a joint representation learning method, DouFu, for driving trajectories. The DouFu
applies multimodal learning and attention fusion to the
trajectory and other data in order to generate a comprehensive embeddings which is capable of capture the internal characteristics. Empirically, we evaluate models and
the DouFu show a better performance than other on the
classification and clustering tasks. The results show that
our approach can provide effective representations for trajectories in the absence of demographic or other sensor
data, using only trajectory and basic map information,
which prove that route selection preferences and mobility
intentions matter in the trajectory patter mining and user
analysis.
For future work, there are some issues that need to
be addressed. First, our model encodes spatial location
in the terms of relative position of bounding box without
considering position correlation. We plan to utilize special representation learning methods for spatial location
of objects. Second, while processing time series feature,
a simple transformer encoder and decoder are applied. A
cross-modal transformer or more complex model can be
9

adopted to improve the performance of our model. Third,
as a multimodal model, it is possible to exploit more global
spatial temporal data to produce a more detailed representation. We can use traffic data to generate time slices of
road segment features.
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